GET THE TRANSMISSIONS YOU NEED CHEAPER AND FASTER

CNN buys tons of transmission and, as a Newsource affiliate, you get access to our low rates. And our staff is fast – if you need satellite or fiber time, just call us or book directly online.

FIBER SERVICE:
- Access our low rates:
  - 10-15 minutes – $8/min
  - 16-45 minutes – $7/min (15 minute increments)
  - 60+ minutes – $6/min (15 minute increments)
- Bulk and group bookings are available at even lower rates, and this option includes movable windows and no cancellation fees

SATELLITE SERVICE:
- Access our low rates:
  - 5MEG SD/MPEG-4 HD – $5/min
  - 10MEG HD – $8/min
- Easy one-stop booking and access services on SES-2 and Galaxy 16
- Connectivity to VYVX and LTB terrestrial services
- Turnarounds of fiber to in-house satellite space with just one phone call
- SNG truck testing at no charge

GET STARTED:
To book fiber time, call 404.827.1510
To book satellite service, call 404.827.1094
Request a satellite window at newsource.cnn.com